
PHYS-208 Don’t Panic 1st Week Review

The problems in this worksheet are designed to be a brief review of some of the major topics from
PHYS 218 that appear in PHYS 208. If you struggle with any of the following concepts, it is highly
recommended that you review the material from your textbook, ask a friend/classmate for help, or meet
with your TA! This is a conceptually intensive semester, so a good foundation is important!

Calculus

1.
d(kxn)
dx =

2.
d(f(x)g(x))

dx =

3.
df(g(t))
dt =

4.
dsin(θ)
dx =

5.
dcos(θ)
dθ =

6.
d(ebx)
dx =

7. Include any assumptions!∫
kxndx =

8.
∫
kx−1dx =

9.
∫
cos(θ)dθ =

10.
∫
sin(θ)dθ =

Equations of Motion

11. Given either (1) an acceleration as a function of time, ~a(t), or (2) a position as a function of time,
~r(t), write down the general relations you would use to find position, velocity, and acceleration as
a function of time. (Think calculus, not kinematics!)

12. An object starts from the position ~r = Hĵ, with an initial velocity directed vertically upwards with
a magnitude of v0. The object is subjected to a time dependent acceleration of ~a(t) = αt̂i− βĵ.
Find the object’s velocity and position as a function of time.
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Forces

13. Consider a block of mass m1 on an inclined plane, having an angle of θ relative to the horizontal.
Using Newton’s Laws (which you will write down!), find the magnitude of the normal force, and the
acceleration of the block down the incline assuming no friction. Be sure to show your coordinate
system!

14. Two blocks are stacked and placed on a frictionless, horizontal surface. Mass m2 is on top of mass
m1. A constant, horizontal force F is applied to m2 and the blocks move together due to the
presence of static friction between the two blocks.

(a) Draw a complete free-body diagram for the system.

(b) Identify any and all Newton’s 3rd Law pairs. Justify your selection(s).

Work/Energy

15. Write down the most general forms for the Work-Energy Theorem, the Conservation of Energy,
and the relation between Forces and Potential Energies.

16. A particle of mass m is subject to a force of magnitude α
x2

, directed away from the origin. If the
particle starts very, very far away from the origin with an initial speed of v0, what is the closest it
will get to the origin?
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Polar Coordinates

17. Starting from ~r = rîr, derive vr, vθ, ar, and aθ. That is, the velocity and acceleration compo-
nents in polar coordinates. Recall (or see for the first time) that îr = cos(θ)̂i + sin(θ)ĵ, and
îθ = −sin(θ)̂i+ cos(θ)ĵ.

18. A man is standing on a horizontal, rotating platform, which is rotating with a constant angular
velocity of ω. The man is initially a distance L from the center of the platform. If he begins
to walk towards the center of the platform at a constant rate of C, what will be the force the
platform exerts on the man as a function of time?
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Electrostatics

19. In electrostatics, the force between any two point particles is given by Coulomb’s Law. Where
~FE = α |q1q2|

r2
r̂. Here α is a known constant, q1 and q2 are the point charges, r is the magnitude of

the distance between the two charges, and r̂ is the radial unit vector. For the configuration shown,
find the x− and y − components of the net force that charges q2 and q3 exert on charge q1. Note
that charges of the same sign exert a force that is repulsive, while charges of opposite signs exert a
force that is attractive.


